WISA Arnhem

At WISA we design, develop, manufacture and sell sanitary products since 1865.
From our head office and factory in The Netherlands we have been engaged in
sanitary ware for almost a century and a half. Growing over the years in flushing
technology, we nowadays offer a complete assortment of toilet systems, vitreous
china, toilet seats, plumbing accessories and Wellness products.

Warranty and Certificates
10

With WISA XT you
choose for a secure
installation. So without
hesitation we offer you a
full 10 year guarantee.

The WISA organisation is ISO
certified.
This
quality
mark
emphasises complete control over
production and the continuous
process of improvement.

WISA takes it responsibility
a step further and offers a 25
year guarantee on the supply
of spare parts.

All WISA XT toilet systems pass
the 400 KG test without any
problem.

400 KG

WISA XT concealed cisterns
are certified by all major Dutch
and international Certification
Institutes.

For information on our other products please check our catalogue or
website www.wisa-sanitair.com

XT toilet systems
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WISA XT toilet systems

Well-designed on the outside, and smart on the inside.

WISA presents a new line of toilet systems called the WISA XT. The XT systems are only 38 cm wide, and allow either mechanical or

During development of the XT system WISA was assisted by an elaborate team of installers. The practical experience of these professionals

pneumatic operation. The XT systems are available in three different heights: 83cm, 98cm and 112cm. On the 83cm and 98cm systems

show that aspects like easy installation, reliability, failure costs, but also efficient processing and aesthetics play an important role. This

you can choose between top or front control. The 83cm version is ideal in situations where you have limited space, for instance under a

knowledge, combined with Wisa’s many years of experience in developing flushing systems was the basis of this new line of XT toilet

bathroom window. When installing the top control panel it allows to open the toilet seat without covering the control panel.

systems.
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The XT systems are
standard equipped with
mechanical operation.

Easy change to pneumatic
operation is possible on
all XT systems.

Because of the XT
83cm frame being so
compact it allows easy
installation, for instance
under a window or
behind your bath tub.

Like the XT 83cm
frame, the 98cm frame
is also very compact.
The height of 98cm
allows to open the lid
of the toilet seat without
covering the control
panel.

When installing the
toilet bowl at 40cm the
WISA XT 112cm frame
is ideal when tiling
with standard 30cm
tiles.
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The 83cm and 98cm
systems allow both
front or top control
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WISA XT 83 cm

WISA XT 98 cm
art.nr. 8050453002

WISA XT 112 cm
art.nr. 8050453004
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art.nr. 8050453003

Control panels

Kantos

Material/colour
Dual flush
ABS white		
ABS shiny chrome
ABS matt chrome
ABS/Stainless Steel

WISA XT control panels are available in two versions: The mechanical panels, characteristic by its rectangular design, and the pneumatic
panels with their round push buttons. The control panels can be used in front or top operation, and are available in ABS plastic in white,
with a shiny or matt chrome finish. Or with a stainless steel cover.

The XT toilet systems are equipped with a PE discharge
elbow (90mm) and a PE eccentric adaptor (90x110mm).
Optional: For difficult to reach sewage pipes use the
flexible WISA Flexifon Built-In.

The fully insulated
reservoir prevents
condensation of water.

All WISA XT toilet
systems come with
a standard sound
insulation set.

Very compact frame.
Only 38 cm wide and
14 cm deep.

Including drilling
template

Article number
8050418701
8050418751
8050418731
8050419001

Click and break along
the fold line. No tools
needed.

The discharge elbow
can be adjusted left or
right.

A quick change from
mechanical operation to
pneumatic operation is
possible by exchanging
the outlet valve lifting
mechanism.

The pre-installed wall
fixation guarantees
quick and easy installation of the WISA XT.

The flange in the flush
pipe prevents the rubber seal to move during
installation of the toilet.

universal hydraulic float
valve fills the tank in no
time and at a very low
noise level.

The height of installation can very easily
be checked with the
meter-level stickers
Adjustable height of the
frame for comfort installation up to 20 cm.

A quick change
from mechanical
operation to pneumatic
operation is possible
by exchanging the
outlet valve lifting
mechanism.

WISA XT concealed
cisterns are supplied
with a pre-installed water connection. There
is ample room for the
installation work.

The WISA XT83 cm
and the XT98 cm allow
front control operation
as well as top control
operation on the same
cistern.

Juno

Material/colour
Dual flush
ABS white		
ABS shiny chrome
ABS matt chrome

With the yellow parts
like the masonry aid
or pipe covers your
installation is protected
against construction
debris.

Article number
8050419301
8050419351
8050419331

With one click the
flushing volume can be
changed from 6 to 7,5
litres, and back. This
can be done without
even having to remove
the valve.

